We analyze currency trading between custody banks and their client funds, a trading situation notable for extreme opacity and ongoing legal disputes about reputedly high markups. We propose a "shrouding" model of liquidity provision in which prices are set relative to the day's extrema to preserve client uncertainty about execution costs. Using the complete 2006 currency trading record of a custody bank, we support this hypothesis with numerous tests. Our analysis of the client funds indicates that they recognize the high costs of standard custodial trades and raises the possibility that they trade through custodians to shroud execution-cost information from underlying investors. 
Our highly detailed data, which include the exact dollar profits on each custodial forex trade, enable us to confirm that markups on standard custodial trades are quite high: they average 24 basis points, or eight times the markup on a standard OTC forex trade. Of course, this is not surprising given the opacity of custodial trading. Green et al. (2007) show that opacity gives over-the-counter (OTC) dealers a negotiating advantage that leads to higher markups. Since custodial trades are not negotiated and the client funds never learn their execution costs, standard custodial trades are far more opaque than OTC trades, and the wider markup follows logically.
As profit maximizers, all market makers have an incentive to set wide bid-ask spreads, but custodial dealers face unique risks. Market makers in standard settings face the risk that inventory acquired in serving a customer loses value before it can be unwound. This possibility could reflect pure inventory risk associated with the randomness of returns (Stoll, 1978) or adverse-selection risk, meaning the possibility that the dealer trades with a better-informed customer (Glosten and Milgrom, 1985) . But neither inventory nor adverse-selection risk matters for custodial forex trades because, given the opacity of the custodial trading situation, custodial forex dealers can safely acquire the inventory needed to trade with a customer before setting the customer's price. The big risk facing custodial foreign-exchange dealers is that of piercing the uncertainty surrounding their markups. A client observing a price beyond the day's trading range can infer that the bid-ask spread is at least twice the distance to the nearest extremum. If that appears unreasonably large the custodian could experience costly pricing disputes or a loss of business.
The primary contribution of this paper is to propose a "shrouding" model of custodial pricing on forex trades in which prices are set relative to the day's relevant extremum (the high for a customer buy, the low for a customer sale) rather than to fundamental values. The behavior of markups under shrouding diverges sharply from behavior under more familiar models of liquidity provision (e.g., Stoll, 1978; Glosten and Milgrom, 1985) . Shrouding implies, for example, that prices should generally be closer to the day's relevant extremum than to the middle of the day's trading range, a pattern that holds for standard custodial trades. Shrouding also implies that the custodial bank's markups rise with volatility despite the absence of inventory and adverse-selection risk, that operating costs are irrelevant, and that the markup is smaller when the trade involves a second custodial bank despite the extra administrative costs. These implications are supported by panel regressions based on over 70,000 transactions in 25 currencies against the US dollar. Volatility has a strong, positive influence on markups for both OTC and non-OTC custodial trades, but its influence is three times stronger for non-OTC trades. The presence of a subcustodian raises markups on OTC trades by 6 basis points, as one might expect given their higher administrative cost, but it reduces markups on non-OTC trades by 18 basis points.
Our analysis considers two other intriguing features of custodial forex trading, the first of which is the lengthy delay associated with most non-OTC trades. Even for liquid currencies these delays average a few hours, and for subcustodial currencies they average a few days. We suggest two possible reasons for these delays, the first of which is shrouding. Delay permits dealers to estimate the day's extrema with greater precision, which has obvious advantages under shrouding. Alternatively, the delays could reflect the dealers' attempt to achieve cost efficiencies by consolidating or netting several individual transaction requests into a larger trade. In the OTC market, where the custody bank acquires the inventory with which to cover a client's trade, bid-ask spreads are inversely related to trade size on deals under $1 million (Osler et al., 2011) . As an identification device we note that under shrouding the custodian's dollar profits rise with transaction size if delay permits a higher markup; by contrast, the dollar savings from netting fall with transaction size. Small transactions are delayed by 78 minutes more than large transactions, implying that netting is the dominant motive for delay.
We finish our analysis of custodial forex trading by investigating why client funds choose the standard non-OTC custodial trading for 97 percent of their transactions even though the custodian trades OTC with many clients and does so at far lower markups. Our evidence does not support the hypothesis that funds have not "been doing basic best-execution due diligence" (Galanek, 2010) and are unaware of the cost difference between OTC and non-OTC trades. Most of the funds in our sample qualify as "sophisticated" according to U.S. regulatory standards (McGeehan, 2010) . Further, client funds choose between OTC and non-OTC trades in a manner that suggests they are aware of the cost differential: they are significantly more likely to use a lower-markup approach for larger trades and for currencies where the markup gap is widest.
We raise the possibility that information asymmetries between funds and their underlying investors provide a rational motivation for funds to choose a trading approach with high markups. A fund knows its cost structure, while its investors do not. If a fund shifts strongly towards OTC trading, thus improving investor returns, the benefit to investors might be masked by random factors. Even if returns improve noticeably, the underlying investors would be unlikely to connect that improvement to lower transaction costs, given the opacity of these costs to the asset managers themselves.
2 Though investors might not recognize the benefits from a heavy reliance on OTC trading, they are very likely to notice the costs, since OTC trading requires traders, technology, and trade-processing staff, all of which add to a fund's expense ratio and fees. Increased expense ratios and fees might also be misinterpreted as a sign of poor fund management.
There are no other studies of custodial trading in the microstructure literature. The term shrouding was introduced by Gabaix and Laibson (2006) to explain the way producers of certain consumer goods, like computer printers, hide the prices of ancillary goods, like ink. Campbell (2006) discusses how shrouding can explain the proliferation of complex mortgage products in the U.S. Green (2007) uses shrouding to analyze the discount on newly issued municipal bonds.
The paper has five more sections. Section 2 describes our data. Section 3 describes and tests our shrouding model of pricing for standard custody-bank currency trades. Section 4 examines why custodial trades are typically delayed. Section 5 examines why custodial client funds rarely choose to trade OTC.
Section 6 concludes.
Data
Custody banks administer assets worth in excess of $110 trillion worldwide (Globalcustody.net, 2012) . The business has expanded rapidly in recent decades, propelled by growth in the asset management industry overall and by a 1974 law requiring U.S. pension funds to separate investment management and custody management services. Global custody banks, which administer internationally-owned assets, handle roughly 40% of the industry's total (Globalcustody.net, 2012) . Foreign-exchange trading is one of the services provided by global custodians, and it has historically been highly lucrative. Extrapolation from our database suggests that the custodial industry's global revenues from foreign-exchange trading are on the order of $13 billion annually.
3
After a massive consolidation during the past decade, the industry is now dominated by a few large banks; the top 15 custodian banks manage over 80% of total assets (Institutional Investor, 2007) .
This consolidation presumably reflects, at least in part, the industry's intense computational requirements and consequent economies of scale. As shown in Schmeidel et al. (2006) We analyze the complete record of foreign-exchange transactions between a midsized global custody bank and its client funds during calendar year 2006. Like most global custodians, this one provides a broad range of services to a broad range of asset managers and trust funds. For each transaction the data include: (i) the two currencies, (ii) the amount traded in both currencies, (iii) the transaction price, (iv) the time the trade was requested and the time the trade was carried out, (v) a variable indicating whether the trade was for a special purpose such as repatriating investment income or corporate action (meaning, for example, the exercise of warrants or participation in a tender offer), (vi) indicators for each specific fund and -if one exists -a sponsoring asset manager; (vii) the fund's assets under management on December 31, 2006; (viii) an indicator of the fund's asset class (equities, fixed-income securities, currencies, or real estate, or some combination); (ix) an indicator of the fund's orientation (active management, index fund); and (x) the custody bank's income from the transaction measured in US dollars.
3 In our database, foreign-exchange trading volume represented 18% of fund net asset value and average markups were 19 basis points. Applying these fractions to the estimated net asset value at global custody banks in 2007, $37 trillion, we infer that global custodians may have earned on the order of $13 billion.
We exclude all transactions that do not involve the US dollar (e.g., transactions between yen and euro), trust-fund transactions, transactions of funds whose asset class is not listed, funds listed as having assets below $1,000, currencies that account for less than 1% of all transactions, and corporate-action transactions (which likewise account for only 1% of transactions). We also exclude transactions in the Chilean peso and Korean won, due to the lack of available data on a key potential determinant of markups, the interbank spread.
The final sample includes roughly 70,000 transactions in 25 currencies, worth in aggregate close to $60 billion. 4 Transaction sizes average roughly $800,000 and range widely; the largest single transaction is worth over $600 million. As shown in Table 1 Switzerland (CHF) each represent 4% to 5% of transactions; all other currencies represent less than 3%.
Transaction sizes for the 3 major currencies (EUR, JPY, GBP) are a bit more than twice as large as those for other currencies.
We create four groups of currencies: 1. the three majors; 2. eight other liquid currencies; 3. five illiquid currencies that are freely traded ("free illiquid currencies"); 4. nine illiquid currencies that are traded through a subcustodian, in most cases due to exchange controls ("subcustodial currencies"). In
Brazil, for example, the involvement of a local subcustodian is essential because the government must approve every trade and this requires documentation that a trade is associated with an underlying investment transaction. For brevity we use the three-letter codes assigned to each currency in the market.
Those Only 3.0% of transactions in our sample were negotiated directly ("OTC") with the custodial dealers, a fraction that is higher among liquid than illiquid currencies (see Figure 1A ). OTC transactions tend to be large, averaging $2.7 million, while non-negotiated transactions average only $0.8 million.
Nonetheless, many large trades are not negotiated; only 20% of transactions worth over $5 million are negotiated. Active equity funds are relatively aggressive in their trading strategy: 4% of their transactions are handled OTC, a share that is 1.2% or less for other fund types. Funds that sometimes trade OTC also tend to be larger: the average such fund has roughly $1.5 billion of assets under management and traded about $0.5 billion in 2006; the average fund that does not trade OTC has only $463 million in assets under management and traded $37 million over the year. The unconditional likelihood that a transaction is handled OTC does not vary by whether the fund is sponsored by an asset management firm.
As market observers have long claimed, markups on non-OTC transactions, which average 19.8 basis points, substantially exceed markups on OTC transactions, which average only 3.0 basis points. This pattern holds for all but 1 of our 25 individual currencies ( Figure 1B) , and it holds across fund types (Table 1 ). The average bid-ask spread on non-OTC transactions must therefore exceed 40 basis points, since it includes double the markup plus the interbank spread. Unconditional markups on non-OTC transactions do not differ significantly according to asset class, investment orientation, sponsorship by a larger asset manager, or whether a fund trades illiquid currencies. Nonetheless, many of these characteristics appear to influence these markups as revealed in our later regression analysis.
Custodial banks often net individual transaction amounts into a single quantity for pricing. For example, if one fund intends to purchase Thai shares worth 1,100 baht while another intends to liquidate 100 baht of dividend income, the dealer purchases the net amount, 1,000 baht, on the interbank market and sets the markup on the basis of the net amount. Netting is a logical way to exploit the strongly inverse relation between trade size and OTC spreads (Osler et al., 2011) . The netting process is generally automated: "the FX manager simply converts the … aggregate/net positions to/from the base currency. … Settlement is no more than book entry transfer between the currencies concerned" (Joseph, 2005) .
To analyze custodian behavior we focus on the proportionate markup as perceived by the dealer when the trade is priced, a markup quoted on the basis of the netted amount. We reconstruct these netted amounts by identifying clusters of transactions sharing three features: the currency, the exact price, and a time within five minutes. For each cluster: the traded amount is simply the net of the component amounts, the custody bank's dollar income is the sum of income from the individual transactions, and the markup is After clustering, the sample includes about 22,400 (clustered) trades. The share of OTC trades within these trades is 9.1%. This share is naturally higher than the corresponding share for (unclustered) transactions, since OTC transactions are never clustered. The average markup on non-OTC trades is 23.5 basis points, slightly higher than the 19.8 basis-point average markup on non-OTC transactions. Smaller trades are relatively likely to be clustered, logically enough. This explains why (clustered) trade sizes rise relative to (unclustered) transaction sizes more for illiquid than liquid currencies, as shown in Figure 1C .
The mean (clustered) trade size of $1.5 million is comparable to standard trade sizes in the interbank market, but large relative to most equity trades (Jones and Lipson, 2005) .
The markup on a given trade is the proportionate gap between the price the custody bank charges the customer (P C ) and the price at which it acquires the inventory to cover the trade. For 16 of the 25 currencies in our sample, the trade is covered with a regular OTC trade at price P OTC , so the markup is |(P C −P OTC )/P C |. 5 For the other 9 countries a subcustodian purchases or sells the currency in the local interbank market and charges the main custodian a marked-up price, P SC , so the main custodian's markup
The markup is negative for 8.4% of the original transactions. For OTC trades, which are subject to inventory risk, negative markups happen naturally. Green et al. (2007) , for example, calculate a loss frequency of 1.4% for OTC municipal bond trades. On non-OTC (clustered) trades, markups should never be negative because dealers cover their positions before setting prices for the client. On non-OTC individual transaction requests, by contrast, some markups will be negative whenever a transaction in one direction is netted into a trade in the other direction. After clustering, only 1.4% of trades have negative markups, of which only a few are non-OTC trades.
Custody bank behavior: What drives markups?
This section examines the forces that determine markups on custodial trades, contrasting standard custodial trades with custodial OTC trades. Prices and markups on custodial OTC trades should behave like those in the regular OTC currency market, since their relative transparency makes them subject to competitive pressures. The behavior of OTC currency spreads can be explained using the Stoll (1978) and Naik et al. (1999) models of liquidity provision. Dealers set prices relative to the asset's conditional expected value, and spreads include components for inventory risk, operating costs, and information asymmetries. Inventory risk, meaning the risk that a dealer's inventory loses value due to random price changes, causes markups on OTC forex trades to rise with asset volatility (Stoll, 1978) . Fixed operating costs help explain why OTC spreads for currency customers are inversely related to trade size (Osler et al., 2011; Ding, 2009 ). In the custodial setting, operating costs also vary across currencies and should be higher for currencies traded through a subcustodian and for currencies facing exchange controls.
Information asymmetries are important for OTC currency spreads, but not due to adverse selection or, equivalently, the risk of trading with better-informed customers. Instead, currency dealers appear to widen spreads for the least sophisticated customers, who typically make smaller trades (Osler et al., 2011); Green et al. (2007) document similar behavior in the municipal bond market. OTC currency dealers also appear to strategically narrow spreads for sophisticated customers to learn whether they are buying or selling (Naik et al., 1999; Ramadorai, 2008; Osler et al., 2011) , information they exploit in subsequent interdealer trades. These motivations would not apply to dealers at most custodial banks, who do not speculate, but given competitive pressures, custodial OTC trades should conform to market norms.
As we show below, markups on OTC custodial trades behave consistently with markups on regular OTC forex trades, which means they can both be explained by standard models of liquidity provision. However, these models cannot explain markups on non-OTC custodial trades. Volatility should have no influence on non-OTC markups under the OTC model, because inventory risk and information asymmetries are irrelevant on such trades and opacity shields the dealers from competitive forces. But in fact volatility and non-OTC markups are strongly positively correlated (correlation = 0.77). This correlation can be appreciated through a visual comparison of markups by currency ( Figure 1B ) with volatility by currency ( Figure 2A ). Hong Kong, which tightly controls its exchange rate around HKD 7.8
per USD, exemplifies this: both its currency volatility and its average non-OTC markup are two orders of magnitude smaller than corresponding figures for other countries.
Under OTC pricing markups should be higher on subcustodial trades because they are administratively costly, but the reverse is true as one can observe in Figure 1B . The average non-OTC markup on subcustodial currencies is 11.0 basis points while the average non-OTC markup for free emerging market currencies is 40.6 basis points.
We propose an entirely different pricing model for non-OTC custodial trades that focuses on their opacity. Normally, a client fund intending to trade a foreign asset simply instructs its "fund accountant" at the custodian to take care of it. That representative sends an instruction to the custodial foreign-exchange trading floor specifying the currencies and the amount to trade; a dealer purchases the required currency from a regular currency dealing bank; finally, the dealer prices the trade for the customer. The customer knows neither the price nor the bid-ask spread at the time of the trade. The price paid is listed in the client's next regular summary of trading activity, which the fund receives days or weeks later. These reports specify neither the spread nor the transaction time, so it is impossible for funds to calculate their exact execution costs.
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This opaque trading structure is to some extent exogenous; it emerged along with the very existence of custodial banks, because asset managers find it cost effective to outsource asset administration and trade processing. The opacity nonetheless endows custodial dealers with a substantial information advantage. As captured by Green et al.'s (2007) "market power" hypothesis, in opaque markets dealers have more negotiating leverage relative to their customers and can charge wider bid-ask spreads in equilibrium.
The opacity of the custodial trading structure is not entirely exogenous, however, because it can be influenced by the dealer's pricing strategy. Daily high and low interbank prices are available inexpensively, and when the dealer sets a price beyond that range, a fund can identify a minimum markup.
If that minimum strikes the fund as unreasonably large, the funds could initiate a pricing dispute, shift towards OTC trading, or shift its assets to another custodial bank. Custodial trades thus face a risk that is unique to their trading situation: the possible loss of opacity. We propose that custodial dealers protect their information advantage by shrouding, that is, by setting prices to maintain client ignorance about markups. The concept of shrouding is introduced by Gabaix and Laibson (2006) in the context of consumer products that must be complemented by ancillary 6 The difficulty in identifying execution costs on standard custodial trades is aptly illustrated by approaches adopted in the lawsuits, which is to compare traded prices to daily price ranges or daily average prices.
features (e.g., computer printers and ink, hotel rooms and parking). They hypothesize that producers will advertise a low price for the core product while setting a high but difficult-to-find price for the ancillary products. In finance, Green (2007) identifies high retail search costs and shrouding as key to the apparent under-pricing of new municipal bond issues. Campbell (2006) presciently stresses that shrouding could explain why so many complex mortgage products emerged in the U.S. prior to the financial crisis.
To fix ideas, suppose without loss of generality that fund j is buying a currency, so it will pay the custodial bank's ask price, P The custodian covers the trade in the regular OTC market at price P OTC and then sets P A C to maximize expected profits per unit traded:
The custodial bank knows M j but not the day's interbank high. If h is the high up to the point of the trade, the day's realized interbank high has a uniform distribution over
The benchmark for this optimum price, h(1−)(1+M j ), is the lowest level that could possibly raise concern at the client fund. This benchmark is adjusted upward by an amount that is inversely related to the costs of excessive perceived markups, . The optimum price could be either above or below the current expected high for the day as the custodial bank trades off the certainty of higher revenue gained from setting a higher price against the greater likelihood and cost of customer dissatisfaction.
For comparability with other econometric studies of dealer pricing, which focus on bid-ask spreads, we analyze the dealer's markup relative to the price at which it brings the funds into inventory.
For currencies free of exchange controls the covering price is the OTC ask price, P 
If the distribution for the day's low price, L, is symmetric around the observed low when the trade is priced, l, with dispersion parameter , the markup on a customer sale, Markup j S , is:
To gain a direction-free expression for the main custodian's markup we combine (3a) and (3b), assume subcustodial markups are symmetric for purchases and sales, apply ln(1+x)  x for small x, and divide by 2. This gives:
Equation (4) shows that shrouding predicts behavior inconsistent with the OTC pricing model:
Shrouded markups rise with the expected daily interbank price range, ln(h/l), and with a fund's maximum acceptable markup, M j , and they fall when a subcustodian is involved. Shrouding also predicts that markups are inversely related to: the cost of exceeding the opacity constraint, ; uncertainty about the day's range at the time a trade is priced, ; and the spread paid by the custodial bank, ln(P A OTC /P B OTC )/2, which varies by currency and by trade size.
An individual fund's M j could vary according to its sophistication with respect to this market context, meaning the extent to which it is capable of extracting execution costs from scattered trade information and knowledgeable about normal markups. Sophistication, in turn, could vary according to fund attributes. It has been claimed in the business press that equity funds pay wider markups on custodial trades than bond or other funds because they are less familiar with the nature of foreign-exchange trading (FXAll, 2006) . The suggestion is that this reflects a lack of familiarity among equity asset managers with currency trading conventions. Equities are typically traded through brokers, who act as agents and are compensated by commission, rather than through dealers, who trade as principals and are compensated by the bid-ask spread. Larger funds would presumably have greater market expertise and greater resources for identifying execution costs, and therefore a smaller M j . Expertise and resources could also be higher at funds that are sponsored by a larger institution. Even so, centralized handling of trade processing at a large asset manager could worsen opacity by imposing an additional layer of bureaucracy between fund managers and execution-cost information.
Funds might also vary in the extent to which they react to perceived excessive markups, . Index funds might react less if their existing investors follow buy-and-hold strategies and are relatively unlikely to shift wealth from fund to fund. Alternatively, index funds might react more if they need aggressive cost controls to achieve high returns and attract new investors, given that theirs is effectively a commodity business.
Preliminary test: Pricing relative to extrema
Though our main empirical tests concern the implications of shrouding for markups, we first highlight some ways in which shrouding can explain the behavior of price levels. Equation (2) shows that shrouded non-OTC prices will be set relative to the day's expected extrema (the extreme high for client purchases, the extreme low for client sales). In this case, the proportionate distance between the client price and the day's relevant extremum should be = M−+2/. Let R≥0 represent the day's expected proportionate high-low range, so l = h(1−R), and the expected midpoint of the exchange rate's range for the day (the "midrange") is (h+l)/2=h(2-R)/2. In this case, Equation (2) indicates that the proportionate distance between the client price and midrange is M−+2/+R/2. This implies that, under shrouding, distance-to-midrange exceeds the distance-to-extremum whenever the exchange rate moves during the day (R>0). Equation (2) also suggests, though it does not formally require, that shrouded prices will generally be closer to the relevant extremum for the day than to the market mid-quote at the time of the trade. According to standard theory, the opposite should be true for normal OTC prices, which are set relative to the asset's expected true value.
To evaluate these implications of shrouding we calculate three distance measures. The distance-toextremum is the average (squared) distance between the price paid by the client and the relevant expected extremum for the day. We use realized extrema as a proxy for the expected extrema, since the custodian sets most prices late in the foreign-exchange trading day when the day's extrema can usually be predicted with accuracy. The distance-to-midrange is the average (squared) distance between the client price and the average of the day's high and low prices. The distance-to-midquote should ideally be the average (squared) distance from the client's price to the interbank mid-quote, but we have the prices at which the custodian covered its trades rather than the mid-quote. Available estimates suggest that these two should be fairly close for non-subcustodial currencies because regular OTC bid-ask spreads for financial customers are generally small (Osler et al., 2011) . To account for the custodian's OTC execution costs, we add to the markup a (very) conservative estimate of the minimum half-spread charged by a regular dealing bank for financial customers, specifically 1 basis point for relatively liquid currencies and 3 basis points for free emerging market currencies. For other currencies the custodian's covering price differs from the mid-quote not just due to the OTC spread but also due to the subcustodial markup, so we exclude these currencies from this set of tests.
These distance measures highlight striking contrasts between OTC and non-OTC prices.
Focusing first on distance-to-midrange, we find that for OTC trades the distance-to-midrange is smaller than the distance-to-extremum in all 16 non-subcustodial currencies, consistent with the idea that OTC trades are priced relative to the asset's fundamental value rather than to the day's expected extrema. For non-OTC trades, by contrast, the distance-to-midrange exceeds the distance-to-extremum for 14 of the 16 currencies, consistent with shrouding. We evaluate the statistical significance of this finding under the (conservative) null hypothesis that the distance-to-extremum has an equal chance of being higher or lower than the distance-to-midrange. Since each currency can be viewed as an independent observation, the expected number of currencies for which distance-to-midrange exceeds distance-to-extremum has a binomial distribution with p=0.5, n=16, and expected value = 8. If one distance exceeds the other for 14 currencies the null is rejected at a marginal significance level of 0.2 percent.
The shrouding hypothesis is also supported by comparisons between the distance-to-extrema and distance-to-midquote. On OTC trades the distance-to-extremum is larger than the distance-to-midquote for all 16 subcustodial currencies while the reverse holds for 14 of the 16 subcustodial currencies, a highly significant finding as outlined above.
Regression analysis of markups: Methodology
Our core statistical analysis of shrouding involves regressions in which the dependent variable is the markup for each trade t, Markup t , and the independent variables comprise economic determinants, X t , and day-of-the-week dummies, Z t . We allow the determining factors to influence OTC and non-OTC trades separately by including an interaction term, X t D t , where D t is a dummy variable for trade type (1 = non-OTC). The shrouding hypothesis predicts smaller markups when the custody bank itself pays a larger bidask spread, but data on customer spreads are generally unavailable. In the regular OTC market customer spreads are set relative to the interbank spread, but even these are difficult to obtain for a wide range of currencies. We include the difference between daily exchange rates reported by Global Insight, which are interbank mid-quotes, and by oanda.com, which are interbank ask quotes. These are noisy estimates even of the interbank spread, so we use only their average over 2006. As shown in Figure 2B , these estimates are generally narrower for liquid currencies (average 5 basis points) than illiquid currencies (average 21 basis points) and they range up to 45 basis points for TRY. Reassuringly, our estimates are somewhat lower on average than those presented by Koutmos and Martin (2011) for the period 1996-2000, consistent with the general down-trend in bid-ask spreads since 2000 (King, Osler, and Rime, 2012) , and yet highly correlated with that earlier set of estimates. To capture aspects of market liquidity beyond bidask spreads, we note that Friday afternoons are notorious for light trading and low liquidity in the major currencies, so we include day-of-the-week dummies with Monday as the baseline day.
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We include a variety of fund characteristics that might be associated with market sophistication or intolerance of high markups: fund size, sponsorship by an asset manager, asset class, and investment orientation. Fund size is measured two ways: total trading volume over 2006 and net asset value on December 31, 2006. Sponsorship by an asset manager is captured three ways: a zero-one dummy (sponsored = 1), the net asset value of the other funds in the asset manager's umbrella, and the trading volume of the other funds. We partition asset managers into equity funds, fixed-income funds, and funds focused on other asset classes (which also includes balanced funds); for equities and bonds we distinguish actively-managed from indexed funds.
8 We considered using trading volume per se as a proxy for liquidity, since traders may be sensitive to execution delays. Daily trading figures are not published for currency markets, but market-wide trading volume is calculated in April of every third year (Bank for International Settlements, 2010). We experimented with the inverse of this measure, but it proved highly collinear with average interbank spreads.
The residuals in Equation (4) may be correlated for a given currency across days and within a given day across currencies, so we allow standard errors to cluster simultaneously along the dimensions of currency and time. Reported standard errors are also robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.
We apply the censored regression technique to account for negative and zero markups on non-OTC trades. Our few dozen non-OTC transactions with negative markups could have been incorrectly recorded since such trades are covered before being priced.
Regression analysis of markups: Results
Initial coefficients estimates for Equation (4) are presented in Table 3 , columns 1 and 2. As our baseline we use a slightly more streamlined regression, presented in columns 3 and 4, that excludes a few variables that are conceptually marginal and consistently insignificant.
We begin our review of the estimated behavior of OTC markups. As anticipated, these behave consistently with regular OTC bid-ask spreads: they rise with volatility, they are inversely related to trade size, they are higher on Fridays, and they are higher for subcustodial currencies. At sample medians the estimated markup is 7.1 basis points. (This corresponds to a transaction in a liquid currency by a modestsized active-equity fund that is sponsored by an asset manager). The influence of market competition on these relatively transparent trades presumably explains why this figure is close to the estimated halfspreads on financial-customer trades in the regular OTC market of comparable magnitude (Osler et al., 2011, Tables V and VI) . None of the fund characteristics have a significant influence on OTC markups, which suggests that the dealers agree with Taylor and Farstrup (2006) that unleveraged asset managers do not base international asset allocation decisions on informed exchange rate forecasts.
Turning to non-OTC markups, the estimates consistently support the shrouding hypothesis. These markups are estimated to exceed OTC markups by 23 basis points, on average, consistent with these trades' relative opacity. Volatility has a strong, positive influence on non-OTC markups, with crosssectional and time-series dimensions of volatility contributing about equally. Indeed, non-OTC markups are over twice as sensitive to volatility as OTC markups, despite the absence of inventory or adverse-selection risk, and volatility is the single biggest contributor to the markup gap between non-OTC and OTC trades.
Consistent with shrouding, markups on non-negotiated trades fall by 11.5 basis points when a subcustodian is involved, despite those trades' higher administrative costs. 9 Coefficient point estimates suggest that the spread paid by the custody bank when it covers the trade, which we proxy with interdealer spreads, has a positive influence on OTC markups and a negative influence on non-OTC markups, consistent with the shrouding hypothesis. Neither coefficient is significant, however, which could reflect our difficulties in measuring this variable.
Markups on non-negotiated trades are highly sensitive to several fund characteristics that could reflect sophistication and thus lower values of M j . Fund size is important, with larger funds paying smaller markups. A fund with net asset value 1 standard deviation larger than the median is typically charged a markup that is 2.2 basis points smaller, other things equal. One might suspect that large funds get a volume discount, but if so, markups on OTC trades would be negatively related to fund size which is not supported by our evidence. The possibility that large funds are more sophisticated gains further support in
Section 5, where we show that larger funds are more likely to call in trades directly.
Sponsorship by a larger asset management institution brings a 12-basis-point reduction in markups, which suggests that the umbrella organizations do bring valuable expertise and/or resources. On the other hand, markups tend to rise with the size of the other funds under the asset manager's umbrella.
This offsetting influence could emerge if trade processing and reporting are subject to economies of scale, in which case the asset manager would be more likely to centralize these activities as the other funds grow. When trade processing and reporting are centralized, it may be more difficult for an individual fund to identify and control execution costs.
Asset class and investment orientation apparently matter little for non-OTC markups. According to the point estimates, equity index funds pay higher non-OTC markups than active equity funds, but this effect does not survive our later robustness tests. Funds that invest in emerging markets pay higher non-OTC markups after controlling for other factors. It is possible that they apply a higher M j because bid-ask spreads are generally higher for emerging market currencies, as shown in Figures 1B 
Regression analysis of markups: Robustness
We test the robustness of these results in several ways. We first check whether they are affected by our decision to include both OTC and non-OTC trades in one censored regression, which forces us to exclude OTC trades with negative markups even though negative markups can be consistent with optimizing behavior in the OTC context. We run separate regressions on OTC and non-OTC trades, using OLS for OTC trades and a censored regression for the non-OTC trades. In both regressions, standard errors cluster according to currency and date and are robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. The results, presented in the first two columns of Table 4 , support our earlier conclusions. The variables associated with the shrouding hypothesis remain significant, and the magnitude of their effects changes only slightly.
About one quarter of the clustered trades in our sample involve transaction requests from multiple funds. To ensure that our results are not sensitive to the algorithm we used for assigning fund identities to clustered trades, we try second approach. This time each trade is associated with the fund placing the single largest trade, rather than with the fund accounting for the largest share of the total amount. As shown in Table 4 , columns 3 and 4, the results barely change.
We next recalculate our measures of cross-section and time-series measures of volatility using realized volatility rather than the proportionate high-low range (in essence, we replace the day's proportionate range with the day's return in the underlying calculations). The results, presented in Table   4 , columns 5 and 6, continue to support the shrouding hypotheses for markups on non-OTC trades: the average extra markup on non-OTC trades is 22 basis points; the markup rises with volatility; and the markup is smaller for subcustodial currencies. For markups on OTC trades, however, the coefficients on volatility become small and insignificant, which suggests that our original volatility variable is superior.
We next allow for differences in "the nature of the overall relationship" (Joseph, 2005 ) between a fund and its global custodian, assuming that the relationship is managed at the level of sponsoring asset manager when one exists. Some funds or asset managers prefer to compensate their custodian by paying high up-front fees and low execution costs while others prefer the reverse, and these arrangements can vary in other ways. To capture these idiosyncrasies we add dummies for individual asset managers (leaving one out to avoid collinearity). The asset manager dummies are jointly statistically significant (F statistic of 321.8 is significant at 1%). As shown in Table 4 , columns 7 and 8, the coefficients on fund and asset manager descriptors all become insignificant, as one might expect, but there is little change in the main variables associated with the shrouding hypothesis, specifically volatility and the subcustodial dummy.
We finish this section by examining whether our qualitative conclusions are sustained for subsamples of the data. We focus first on funds that choose to negotiate transactions, since that choice reveals strong concern about execution costs. The response of markups to the key variables changes only slightly, as shown in Table 5 , columns 1 and 2. When we run separate regressions for the liquid and illiquid currencies, both regressions provide further support for shrouding. They also reveal that light trading on Fridays affects the liquid currencies but not the illiquid currencies.
Custodial dealer behavior: Trade timing
Custodial forex trades are generally executed in the afternoon though they are generally requested in the morning. Figure 3B shows average delays by currency for small and large trades. The average delay between request and execution is 6 hours for currencies without exchange controls and 50 hours for currencies with such controls. Since delays are not long for the three subcustodial currencies without exchange controls (HKD, ILS, and PHP), one infers that dealing with governments is time consuming but dealing with subcustodians is not.
Delays on non-subcustodial currencies are viewed by some practitioners as a manifestation of shrouding. " [T] he custodian has a free option to set the price at the end of the day. At this point it already knows the full trading range and is able, if it chooses, to pick any price from this range" (Collie, 2004, p. 3). In effect, waiting is presumed to provide additional precision to the dealer's estimates of the day's price extrema, or equivalently to reduce . As indicated by Equation (4), this would bring higher average markups on average.
Trade delays could alternatively be motivated by transaction economies of scale. By waiting a few hours and aggregating transaction requests for a given currency, the dealer can exploit the inverse relation between trade size and OTC bid-ask spreads when it covers the trades with a regular dealing bank.
Without economies of scale, netting would not be cost effective because it requires special software and it increases the share of transactions on which the custodian loses money to customers. As noted in Section 2, buying and selling customers within a netted trade are assigned the same price, so the buying (selling) customer in a sell-dominated (buy-dominated) trade enjoys negative transaction costs. Client funds profited from 8.4% of their transaction requests.
To identify the relative importance of shrouding versus netting we compare delays for trades of different sizes. If shrouding is the dominant motivation for delay, larger trades should face longer delays because the custody bank's absolute monetary benefit from a higher markup rises with trade size. If lateday executions reflect netting, larger trades would face shorter delays because larger trades can be executed at low cost without netting.
This comparison supports netting as the dominant motivation for execution delays. On average across all currencies, large trades are delayed by 78 fewer minutes than small trades. Delays are shorter for larger transactions in 23 of our 25 currencies ( Figure 3B ). Under the null hypothesis that trade size and delay are unrelated, the number of currencies with shorter delays for larger trades has a binomial distribution with n = 25 and p = 0.5 and the figure 23 out of 25 is highly significant.
Client fund behavior: Which transactions are negotiated?
In light of the high markups on non-OTC trades, it is remarkable that OTC transactions represent only 3% of the total. This section investigates why asset managers do not take greater advantage of the OTC option. Practitioners have suggested that client funds are not aware of the gap between OTC and non-OTC markups, and that some asset managers view the cost of foreign-exchange trading as a fixed cost of doing business overseas: "[C]urrency execution is viewed as an administrative function and delegated to staff with little market experience" (McGeehan, 2010) . Equity investors, in particular, might not be entirely familiar with the OTC setting since equity trading is typically carried out through brokers.
In terms of pure logic, this ignorance hypothesis seems unlikely to apply widely. There has been industrywide concern about the high markups on custodial foreign-exchange trades for at least a decade.
Firms that manage execution costs, including Record Currency Management and Russell Investment
Group, have attempted to generate business by publicizing the situation at conferences, in practitioner magazines, and in practitioner-oriented research journals. In normative terms, it is safe to say that funds should not be ignorant about execution costs. Almost all the funds in our sample have NAV in excess of $10 million and thus qualify as "sophisticated" according to US regulators (McGeehan, 2010) . According to the best practices for pension funds listed in the Myner's Report (2001) of the U.K., trustees of all pension funds "should have a full understanding of the transaction-related costs they incur."
To evaluate the ignorance hypothesis we examine the funds' choice between OTC and non-OTC transactions using a probit regression on the original transaction request data:
OTC t is a dummy coded 1 if a transaction is handled OTC and 0 otherwise;  is a vector of coefficients;
Y t is a vector of independent variables, and  t represents the residuals.
There are two key independent variables. The first is the (log) trade size relative to a given fund's average trade size. The financial benefits from lower spreads rise with transaction size whereas the administrative costs of trading are unrelated to transaction size. If funds are aware that bid-ask spreads are generally higher on non-OTC trades they will rationally be more likely to call directly for transactions that are large by their own standards. Given the complexities of trading subcustodial currencies, we use a dummy variable to allow the effect to vary between those and other currencies.
The second key independent variable is the gap between a fund's average markups on non-OTC trades in a given currency and the average markup on all OTC trades in that currency. For nonsubcustodial currencies this should equal each fund's gap in bid-ask spreads. Funds might be generally aware, or might at least make an educated guess, that the gap between OTC and non-OTC bid-ask spreads is larger for certain currencies. For subcustodial currencies, calculating the difference in bid-ask spreads requires data on subcustodial markups, which are unavailable. We once again use a dummy variable to allow the effect of this variable to differ between subcustodial and other currencies.
The likelihood that a transaction is handled OTC may vary according to fund sophistication and incentives for cost control, so we include several fund and asset manager characteristics. For completeness we also include currency descriptors including volatility. Residuals once again cluster along the dimensions of currency and trade date, and standard errors are robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.
The regression results, reported in Table 6 , do not support the ignorance hypothesis. For most currencies client funds are increasingly likely to call a dealer directly as transaction size increases and the effect is economically substantial. With probabilities evaluated at sample medians, a transaction has a 1.7% probability of being called in directly; that probability rises by almost one quarter, to 2.1%, when relative transaction size rises by 1 standard deviation.
Given the difficulty funds face in measuring their markups on non-OTC trades, we expected the markup gap to be insignificant. Instead, the coefficient is large, positive, and significant, consistent with the hypothesis that funds are at least broadly aware of how this gap varies across currencies. Raising the markup gap by 1 standard deviation from the median raises the probability of an OTC trade from 1.7% to 4.4%.
The probit estimates indicate that fund NAV and sponsorship by a larger asset manager are associated with a higher probability of calling directly, consistent with our earlier inference that more sophisticated funds tend to be larger and to be members of a larger asset management organization. Funds that tend to trade larger amounts are also more likely to call directly, which seems rational since they have greater incentives to control execution costs. Conditional on being sponsored by an asset manager, direct calls are less likely for funds under larger fund umbrellas, a result that echoes our earlier finding that the beneficial effect of sponsorship on non-OTC markups is mitigated by the size of the other funds under the umbrella.
In the raw data, active equity funds are substantially more likely to call trades directly than other fund types (Table 1 , Column 1). This is supported by the estimated probability of an OTC trade at sample medians, which is 1.7% for active equity funds, 0.07% for indexed equity funds, and 0.05% for active equity funds. This cannot be explained by the influence of fund characteristics such as NAV and average trade size, which point the other direction; the NAV and trade sizes of active equity funds tend to be smaller than average. The positive marginal effect for the active equity dummy variable suggests that active equity funds are inherently more aggressive about cost control. The coefficients also indicate that indexed bond funds are relatively likely to call directly, but there are few trades in this category, so this finding should be interpreted with caution. Funds that trade emerging market currencies are significantly more likely than other funds to call directly and negotiate a price, other things equal.
One might wonder whether markups and transaction type are simultaneously determined, which could undermine the reliability of these results. A quick review of trading logistics shows that simultaneity is not possible. Suppose a client fund decides not to negotiate and sends the transaction instruction directly to its fund accountant. Since it will only learn the actual transaction price some time later, the markup -if it is ever actually identified -cannot influence the original decision between OTC and non-OTC trading. Because the client funds do not know the markup at the time of a non-OTC trade, the decision whether to trade OTC must be based on expected markups rather than realized markups. And if a client calling to trade OTC is quoted a relatively unattractive price, it probably either knows or suspects the price would be even less attractive in the non-OTC setting.
While institutional constraints prevent any simultaneous relation, there could certainly be a longrun relation between markups and the choice of trading mode. A larger average non-OTC markup could eventually increase the tendency of funds to rely on OTC transactions, and our evidence suggests just such a response. This, in turn, might encourage custodial dealers to reduce non-OTC markups. If these influences impart some bias to the coefficients, however, a straightforward analysis reveals that the bias should be toward smaller estimated effects. We infer that our reported results are, if biased, underestimates of the influence of the markup gap on the tendency of funds to choose OTC trading.
We again verify the robustness of our results by examining alternative methodologies and splitting the sample. Our key qualitative findings, the positive and significant effect of trade size and the markup gap on the likelihood of an OTC trade, are unchanged when absolute trade size replaces relative trade size (Table 6 , column 2) and when markup gaps vary across currencies but not across funds (Table   6 , column 3). When we run our baseline regression on liquid and illiquid currencies separately, the likelihood of a direct call once again rises with relative trade size and for liquid currencies that likelihood also rises with the markup gap. For emerging markets the markup gap is insignificant, a finding that may reflect the difficulty of measuring markups on such trades.
A closer look
The regressions reported in Table 6 could capture two distinct influences on the likelihood of a direct trade. Many funds simply never call the custodial dealers directly; indeed, many may not be authorized to call, since this is often negotiated as part of the "overall relationship" between client and custodian. The regressions of Table 6 may simultaneously be reflecting the forces that influence the decision to gain authorization and the decision to exploit that authorization for a given transaction.
To tease out these distinct influences we run two regressions. The first examines whether a give client fund trades OTC at all (1 = direct-calling fund); the second examines the determinants of the OTC transaction decision for funds that call directly at least once. The results are reported in Table 7 .
Variables that previously appeared to point towards sophistication also seem to be associated with the decision to gain authorization for direct trading. For example, the likelihood of at least one OTC trade is higher for funds that trade more actively and for funds that are sponsored by a larger asset management institution. That likelihood is also higher for active equity funds, indexed bond funds, and funds that trade emerging market assets.
Funds that are authorized to call directly appear to be aware of the high markups on non-OTC trades, since they are more likely to call directly for larger trades and for currencies where the additional expense is greatest. In this restricted sample the measured sensitivity of this choice to these determinants is far stronger than estimated for the whole sample, which seems logical. As before, the likelihood of an OTC transaction rises with a fund's average trade size, it is higher for active equity and indexed bond funds, and it is higher for funds that trade emerging market currencies.
Shrouding by client funds
Since ignorance does not seem to explain the frequency with which funds choose to trade non-OTC, it seems appropriate to suggest other reasons for the choice. We suggest that the choice may reflect overall cost minimization at some funds and a second form of shrouding at others. To frame this discussion it is important to note the difference between the markup and total trading expenses. OTC trading on any scale involves substantial administrative expenses insofar as funds must hire traders, provide them with appropriate technology, and ensure staff is available to handle back-office and compliance responsibilities. For a fund of average size the cost of creating and maintaining an in-house trading operation could easily exceed our earlier estimate of $190,000 in annual extra transaction costs for non-OTC trading.
For funds that trade actively and for asset managers that centralize trade processing for multiple funds, the higher in-house administrative expenses of OTC trading could be far smaller than the savings on transaction expenses. In a world of perfect information we might expect investors in such funds to enforce a shift to OTC trading by favoring funds with lower costs. But there is an asymmetry in the investors' perceptions of costs: total expense ratios and load fees are clearly delineated but trading expenses are not. Given the difficulty asset managers face in identifying trading costs, it seems very unlikely investors can estimate them even crudely. This opacity provides funds leeway to choose the trading venue that most benefits the shareholders of their institution (as distinct from the owners of the funds under management).
Returns to a fund's shareholders generally rise with the number of investors, and investors could be deterred by the higher in-house expenses associated with OTC trading. Published expense ratios would rise, other things equal, or loads might rise. Investors are sensitive to both loads and expense ratios, though apparently more sensitive to loads (Barber et al., 2005) ; and higher fees could be misinterpreted as a signal of management inefficiency. Even investors sophisticated enough to consider how a fund's return history compares with its fees might not perceive the anticipated benefits from the shift in trading venue,
given randomness in returns. For these reasons, the higher tendency to rely on non-OTC trades among apparently sophisticated investors could well be rational.
Conclusion
This paper examines foreign-exchange trades between dealers at global custody banks and their client funds. The magnitude of the markups on such trades is the subject of a high-profile legal dispute.
Using the complete trading record of a midsized global custody bank during calendar year 2006, we confirm that average markups on standard custodial trades are indeed quite high. We trace this to the opacity of trading structure, and propose a shrouding model for pricing in which the dealer maximizes the markup subject to the constraint that prices should not be far beyond the day's extreme. Our econometric evidence supports the key implications of this model: markups on standard custodial trades rise with volatility even though such trades face zero inventory or adverse-selection risk; markups on such trades are smaller for the currencies that are most administratively costly to trade; and markups on these trades are lower for funds that appear to be more sophisticated.
The custodial bank's client funds could choose to trade OTC with their custodian and pay far smaller markups, but they do so only 3 percent of the time. We test and reject the hypothesis that funds are ignorant of the relative markups by showing that funds are more likely to trade OTC for larger trades and for currencies facing the biggest markup differential. We note that non-OTC trading might be optimal for the investors of smaller funds, since OTC trading can involve high in-house administrative costs. Non-OTC trading might also be optimal for the shareholders of larger funds, if not their investors. A fund that shifts towards OTC trading will probably have to raise fees to cover the extra administrative expenses, and investors might misinterpret the high fees as a sign of poor management. The shift is also risky insofar as the lower markups might not be reflected in higher investor returns, given the randomness of returns. For these reasons, fund shareholders might perceive a shift towards OTC trading as having potentially high costs and risky benefits.
Future research on custody bank foreign-exchange trading could look more closely at the reasons why funds choose not to trade OTC. It would also be useful to examine the extent to which markups have changed in the aftermath of the lawsuits. Table 7 A closer look at which transactions are handled OTC Table shows the results from two probit regressions. The first examines whether a given fund ever trades OTC (1=At least one OTC transaction). The second examines, for those currencies that do trade OTC at least once, the decision whether to handle a given transaction OTC vs. non-OTC (1= OTC). Standard errors robust to simultaneous clustering by time, by currency, and by family as well as heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. Sample comprises trades in 25 currencies vis-à-vis USD from the complete transaction record of a midsized custody bank during 2006. All marginal effects E+2. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels. 
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